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Sherry Benton, Ph.D., ABPP Counseling Services Kansas State University The Section on College and University Counseling Centers is sponsoring an APA program that focuses on using Positive Psychology in our counSherry Benton seling centers (see page 3 for details). This is a topic that takes me back to my own early roots in psychology. One of my earliest college experiences was in a positive psychology, leadership development project by Dr. Donald Clifton at the Nebraska Human Resources Research Foundation. In 1974, I was a sophomore at the Univer-



sity of Nebraska, I had never heard of the Nebraska Human Resources Research Foundation (NHRRF), but was recruited by a GTA in one of my classes to participate. I heard they had some projects that actually could help with college expenses and I was all for that. I remember taking an instrument called “The Counselor Perceiver” as part of the selection process. My understanding was that this was a leadership development, mentoring program and that those of us selected to participate were identified as positive, optimistic, high achievers, who believed in the goodness in others. At the time the NHRRF had been around for a little over twenty years. The three people who provided leadership were Dr. Donald Clifton, Dr. William Hall, and Dr. Gaylen Dodge. Once selected, we were assigned to a mentoring project (Continued on page 2)



From the SCUCC Chair-Elect... Discovering Connections Karen Settle, Ph.D. Counseling and Testing Center Southern Methodist University I first met Stan when he was a fraternity brother of my to-be husband at Texas Tech University. Although he was not in the most intimate group of my husband’s pledge class, he was usually present at the



parties and always seemed to be a funloving and friendly guy. The next time Stan and I crossed paths was about 15 years hence when he married a classmate of mine in my doctoral program at the University of North Texas. It was only later, that as a result of my father’s genealogy research, I learned that Stan is my fourth cousin; his great-great grandfather and mine were brothers. Who would have thought…… At my university this year, a program called Tunnel of Oppression was offered to



Karen Settle



(Continued on page 3)
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where we would try to build strengths, selfconfidence, and a positive perspective in others, while the project administrators worked on building those same qualities in us. We met weekly with our mentor and then mentored other people in the project to which we were assigned. My project was the High School Equivalency Program (HEP). In this project, college student mentors were paired with young adults from migrant or seasonal farm work families who had dropped out of high school and were now trying to get a GED. My work with HEP students was really valuable and life changing. It was a strong immersion experience in multiple cultures at once. For three years, I lived and worked with these students who were AfricanAmerican, Native American and Hispanic. I made strong friendships with many of them, talked about everything, ate chitlins, fry bread, and tamales. I attended African Episcopal church services, drumming circles and sweat lodges. I went home for weekends with families and reflected on my own experiences a lot. NHRRF meetings were valuable as well. I remember feeling as if the NHRRF college student mentors were the largest group of energetic, perky people with whom I had ever spent so much time. I recall wondering how my skeptical, cynical self had managed to get included in their ranks. I know I learned a great deal, because several phrases and the overall philosophy have stayed with me for thirty years. Here are a few of the things I recall learning: I learned that you should “Be the best of whatever you are.” I learned the importance of being a “Difference



Maker.” These were people who invested time and energy in others to bring out their strengths and help them to maximize their potential. I learned about the “The dipper and the bucket.” This perspective held that as we walked around in life others would take a dipper out of us leaving us depleted; however if we spent our day pouring full dippers into others by being positive, encouraging, expanding their imagination, and reinforcing their strengths, then our bucket would become more full as well. I learned the importance of empathy and experiencing the world through someone else’s eyes. I recognized that this experience of empathy was essential to building strong positive relationships where we could have influence on others positive development. I learned that it is better to be a goal setter than to be a problem solver. I learned to identify “hot buttons” or topics that energized and excited someone as a core for their positive growth and development. I learned that the goal of leadership is to maximize the potential in others. As I reflect back on this early experience, I wonder what happened with all of the other project participants. The few I have kept in touch with really have taken on substantial leadership roles in their adult lives. NHRRF is an experience I look back on fondly. Sherry Benton can be contacted at: [email protected]



Interested in Contributing to the SCUCC Newsletter? We welcome your ideas and input! The topic areas are open, as long as the focus applies to college and university counseling center work. Articles should be 500-700 words in length. If you have any questions or want to submit an article, please contact Larry Marks at [email protected]. SCUCC Newsletter Editor Larry Marks, Ph.D. Counseling Center University of Central Florida
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students. Participants were led by a volunteer from room to room in a residence hall where student actors portrayed college students in the following situations of oppression: discrimination in a dating relationship because of socio-economic class, negative bias toward a deaf roommate due to her disability, two students planning ethnically insensitive Halloween costumes, and a woman’s struggle with body image/bulimia due to felt pressures to be thin. Our students had actually written the vignettes, and the student actors did an incredible and very believable job of enacting these situations, resulting in heart-felt responses from the viewers. After viewing the vignettes, students were brought to a meeting room where small groups were formed and facilitators helped them to process their experience. Several of our counseling staff, including an intern, were involved as facilitators for the groups. We found the experience to not only be helpful for the students, but also to be rewarding for ourselves as we pondered these situations of bias, pressure, and oppression. Students of both gender, various ages, SES, ethnicity, background experiences, and majors came together in these intimate groups where they were extremely candid about their thoughts, feelings, and their own experiences that related to the vignettes. It was interesting and exciting to observe these students from such diverse backgrounds discover connections with each other as they began to share. Some even made suggestions that this program be given early in the fall and that ongoing groups be started in the Counseling



and Testing Center to continue the dialogue and growth. I would highly recommend this program for campuses. We had a similar program several years ago but it was styled differently and had different vignettes; obviously, many variations can occur. Despite all of the discourse that occurs regarding diversity, actually seeing struggles played out such as in this program seems to bring a stronger emotional and intellectual connection to the issues. Having a chance to discuss your internal experience also gives you the opportunity to discover more about yourself and to learn from others. Ahh, how just a few degrees of separation can make such a difference! It’s funny in a way how many things separate us—whether from fear, information heard as a child, lack of understanding, or just lack of experiences. Sometimes, we can take steps toward connection with the help of a tool such as the Tunnel of Oppression— maybe without realizing we are taking the steps. The important thing is that we continue to offer the opportunities for steps. Connections result from intentional actions we take and also from occurrences out of our control. And to think I only recently discovered Cousin Stan, and we were connected all along—here’s to you, Stan! Karen Settle can be contacted at: [email protected]



American Psychological Association Convention - New Orleans, LA August 10-13, 2006 Section on College and University Counseling Center Events SCUCC Sponsored Symposium: Applications of Positive Psychology in University Counseling Centers Thursday, August 10, 9:00am-9:50am, Morial Convention Center Room 349 Why Psychotherapy Supervision Works: A Positive Psychology Perspective (Rod Hetzel) Emotional Wisdom: A Structured Group Experience (Anna Beth Payne) Positive Psychology in Outreach Programming: The CHOICES Campaign (Kimberly Hays & Allyson Hawkins ) Positive Psychology and Consultation: Enhancing, Educating, and Empowering (Nikki Pritchett) Using Appreciative Inquiry with Counseling Center Staff (John Wade) Symposium Co-chairs: Larry Marks and Rachel Uffelman



SCUCC Luncheon (free), Round Table Discussion, Business Meeting Friday, August 11, 12:00pm-3:00pm, Division 17 Hospitality Suite (New Orleans Marriott Hotel)
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Dialectical Behavior Therapy Applied to College Counseling Centers Jacqueline Pistorello, Ph.D. Counseling Services University of Nevada, Reno College counseling centers (CCCs) nationwide are caring for an increasingly complex student population (Benton, Robertson, Tseng, Newton, & Benton, 2003). This increased stress on CCC resources appears to come not so much from an increase in the overall level of psychological distress on campus, as from an increase in the number of extremely distressed students (EriksonJacqueline Pistorello Cornish, Riva, Henderson, Korminars, & McIntosh, 2000). For example, the percentage of students presenting with suicidality or personality disorders has at least doubled within the last decade (Benton et al., 2003). Extremely distressed, multi-problem students present a number of problems for counseling centers. These cases are difficult to treat within current models at CCCs (Gilbert, 1992), hard to refer to other treatment facilities (Lacour & Carter, 2002), and costly not to treat (e.g., Trull, Useda, Conforti, & Doan, 1997).



be one of the few applied settings where DBT has not yet been investigated. The University of Nevada, Reno Counseling Services has received a 3-year grant of approximately $600,000 (total costs) from the National Institute of Mental Health to test the preliminary effectiveness of DBT in treating college students with multiproblem presentations, including suicidality, selfinjury, and BPD features. The investigators are the author, Jacqueline Pistorello, a psychologist at Counseling Services, and Alan Fruzzetti, a faculty member in Psychology. The study will examine the impact of DBT, relative to an optimized Treatment as Usual condition, in reducing suicidal behaviors, improving academic functioning, and enhancing quality of life among these students. Both treatments will last one year, will include individual and group treatment, and will be conducted by trainees under the supervision of “experts” in either DBT or psychodynamic approaches. A total of 44 male and female students will be treated, and assessed every 3 months. Additionally, data available through the university, such as GPA, enrollment status, and number of health care visits will be tracked for one year after the study.



The implications of this study for CCCs are multifold. First, can DBT be adapted and implemented One very promising approach for complex, multiin an effective manner to the treatment of college problem clients is Dialectical Behavior Therapy students? Second, what is the impact of an inten(DBT; Linehan, 1993). Origisive psychosocial treatment of The UNR Counseling Services has renally developed to treat selfmulti-problem students on injurious women diagnosed these students’ persistence ceived a 3-year grant of approximately with Borderline Personality and retention? Third, what is $600,000 (total costs) from the NIMH Disorders, DBT combines the cost-benefit ratio to the weekly individual therapy sesinstitution of providing intento test the preliminary effectiveness of sions with weekly 2-hour copsive psychosocial treatments DBT in treating college students. ing skills groups (see Linehan, to highly distressed college 1993, for more information). students? Fourth, at what Although originally used in a yearlong outpatient point in treatment can we detect a significant retreatment setting, DBT has since been empirically duction in symptoms among students in treatment? investigated across a number of settings, presentaIt is expected that one year of treatment will not tions, and lengths of treatment (e.g., Hayes, Mabe needed for everyone, and these analyses may suda, Bissett, Luoma, & Guerrero, 2004). DBT fits suggest the minimum “dosage” needed for DBT to with the need to focus clinical research within stabilize students with this complex profile. These CCCs towards the treatment of multi-problem are just a few of the questions we hope this 3-year presentations (Cooper, 2005), but CCCs seem to project will be able to answer. (Continued on page 5)
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Dialectical Behavior Therapy (Continued from page 4)



More importantly perhaps, grants such as these could establish CCCs as a viable setting for the conduct of much needed clinical research relevant to the populations we serve. Despite the fact that CCCs are housed in educational institutions that include a research mission, and are staffed by professionals with research credentials, it has been rare for federal agencies to fund randomized clinical trials at CCCs. In the long run, being able to access federal research grant resources could be a very important change in helping CCCs to deal with a more distressed population of college students. References



distress in university counseling center clients across a six-year period. Journal of College Student Development, 41, 194-109. Gilbert, S. P. (1992). Ethical issues in the treatment of severe psychopathology in university and college counseling centers. Journal of Counseling and Development, 70, 695-699. Hayes, S. C., Masuda, A., Bissett, R., Luoma, J., & Guerrero, L. F. (2004). DBT, FAP, and ACT: How empirically oriented are the new behavior therapy technologies? Behavior Therapy, 35, 35-54. Lacour, M., & Carter, E. (2002). Challenges of referral decisions in college counseling. Journal of College Student Psychotherapy, 17(2), 39-52.



Benton, S., Robertson, J., Tseng, W., Newton, F., & Benton, S. (2003). Changes in counseling center client problems across 13 years. Professional Psychology: Research and Practice, 34, 66-72.



Linehan, M. M. (1993). Cognitive-Behavioral Treatment of Borderline Personality Disorder. New York: Guilford Press.



Cooper, S. (2005). Evidence-based psychotherapy practice in college mental health. Journal of College Student Psychotherapy, 20(1), 1-6.



Trull, T. J., Useda, J. D., Conforti, K., & Doan, B. (1997). Borderline personality disorder features in nonclinical adults: 2. Two-year outcome. Journal of Abnormal Psychology, 106, 307-314.



Erikson-Cornish, J. A., Riva, M. T., Henderson, M. C., Korminars, K. D., & McIntosh, S. (2000). Perceived



Jacque Pistorello can be contacted at: [email protected]



Section on College and University Counseling Centers Officers Chair Sherry Benton, Ph.D., ABPP Kansas State University Counseling Services [email protected] Chair-Elect Karen Settle, Ph.D. Southern Methodist University Counseling and Testing Center [email protected]



Past-Chair Ted Stachowiak, Ph.D. Texas A&M University Student Counseling Service [email protected]



Communications Chair Jeana Dressel, Ph.D. University of California-Santa Barbara Counseling Services [email protected]



Treasurer Darryl Townes, Ph.D. Georgia State University Counseling Center [email protected]
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Establishing an Emergency Assessment System in a University Counseling Center



Society of Indian Psychologists June 26-27, 2006, Logan, UT www.geocities.com/indianpsych



William P. Buick, Ph.D, MPH Terri Johnson, LMFT Jennifer Zitser, MSW Counseling Center Quinnipiac University



Association of Black Psychologists July 26-30, 2006, Cleveland, OH www.abpsi.org



Carol Boucher, MA Student Affairs Center Quinnipiac University At Quinnipiac University, we have a population of 8,000 students and a counseling staff composed of three individuals. As such, it is imperative to decipher which students can and cannot wait for a counseling appointment. Our assessment system identifies students who are at imminent risk and enables them to be seen that same day; it also screens students that can safely wait a week for their intake appointment. Like other university counseling centers across the country, we offer a brief treatment model averaging six to eight sessions per student (Budman & Gurman, 1988; Hoyt, 1987). Students requiring more comprehensive, long-term counseling are referred to a qualified clinician in the community.



Upcoming National Conferences



Asian American Psychological Association August 9, 2006, New Orleans, LA www.aapaonline.org William Buick



American College Counseling Association October 3-6, 2006, Reno, NV www.collegecounseling.org Association for University and College Counseling Center Directors October 6-11, 2006, Vail, CO www.aucccd.org Terri Johnson



Jennifer Zitser



National Latina/o Psychological Association October 13-14, 2006, Milwaukee, WI www.nlpa.ws Association of Counseling Center Training Agencies October 21-25, 2006, Lake Tahoe, CA www.accta.net National Multicultural Conference and Summit January 24-27, 2007, Seattle, WA www.multiculturalsummit.com



There is a significant increase in the prevalence of mental and substance abuse disorders on college campuses today Carol Boucher (Kadison & DiGeronimo, 2004). More students are requesting counseling services than in the past and it is now common for students to carry multiple complex and severe diagnoses (Benton, Robertson, Tseng, Newton, & Benton, 2003; Gallagher, Gill, & (Continued on page 7)



American Counseling Association March 21-25, 2007, Detroit, MI www.counseling.org American College Personnel Association and National Association of Student Personnel Administrators Joint Conference March 31-April 4, 2007, Orlando, FL www.myacpa.org www.naspa.org
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Sysko, 2000; Hoover, 2003; O’Malley, Wheeler, Murphey, O’Connell, & Waldo, 1999). Our assessment and referral system effectively works within university staffing parameters to accommodate the growing needs of our students. Three emergency assessment hours are available each weekday at 9:00 AM, 11:00 AM and 3:00 PM. The severity of a student’s symptoms are measured by a confidential, staff-developed, clinical evaluative questionnaire which can be completed on-line or by walking into the counseling center to obtain a copy at the reception desk. Completed questionnaires are screened by the counseling center staff three or more times daily. All questionnaires are dated, rated (1-5) for the level of severity, and initialed. The five severity levels are detailed below: Severity Level



Appointment Interval



Description



Severity 1



Same Day



Severity 2



Same or Next Day



Severity 3



Same Week



Severity 4



Same or Following Week



Severity 5



Following Week



Safety risk. Student reports suicidal ideation with intention and severe neurovegetative symptoms. Appointment scheduled during same day assessment hours. Therapist is notified if student does not agree to meet that day. Immediate follow-up. Urgent. Student reports suicidal ideation without intention and indicates neurovegetative complications. Appointment scheduled during assessment hours. Therapist is notified if student does not agree to meet within two days. Immediate follow-up. Non-Routine. Student reports Axis IV stressor(s) with neurovegetative distress. Student is scheduled during non-assessment hours. Routine. Student reports Axis IV stressor(s) with minor neurovegetative distress. Student is scheduled during nonassessment hours. Routine. Student reports Axis IV stressor(s) without neurovegetative implications. Student is scheduled during non-assessment hours.



Students who are exhibiting a high risk/acuity of symptoms, such as suicidal or homicidal thoughts/plan, daily substance abuse and/or acute trauma are seen immediately. The clinical counseling staff calls the student so that he/ she could come to the counseling center immediately. If the student does not answer the outreach phone call, or is resistant to counseling, residential life staff may also be contacted so that they can assist in locating the student and immediately escorting the student to the counseling center. Students may be self-referred, or they may be referred by faculty, staff, and health services personnel. Psychiatric emergencies on weeknights and weekends are handled by staff members in residential life, health services, and security with a clinical counselor on-call. Twenty-four hour administrative supervision is provided by the Associate Dean of Students. The assessment process has proven effective in two specific areas. Primarily, it prevents death and other campus tragedy by allowing counselors to be readily available to students in need. There is no risk of emergent students being delayed by a waiting list. Students are offered an appointment either that same day or within a week, depending on the severity of their presentation. For the calendar year 2005, twenty six percent (26%) of students who received counseling were assessed as a safety risk (severity 1) or urgent (severity 2) and given same day or next day appointments. These students were accommodated, without interrupting the therapy of other students who were scheduled for their weekly sessions. Second, the assessment process provides daily openings while eliminating the need for walk-in hours. This greatly increases counselor productivity and time efficiency. Counselors are able to maintain direct contact schedules at full capacity and yet be accessible to students in crisis and university personnel with concerns or referrals. By spacing the three assessment hours throughout the day, a counselor remains available for issues that have arisen (Continued on page 8)
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the prior night as well as for new issues that develop that day. References Benton, S. A., Robertson, J. M., Tseng, W. C., Newton, F. & Benton S. (2003). Changes in counseling center client problems across 13 years. Professional Psychology: Research and Practice, 34, 66-72. Budman, S. H., & Gurman, A. S. (1988). Theory and practice of brief therapy. New York: Guilford. Gallagher, R. P., Gill, A. M., & Sysko, H. B. (2000). National survey of counseling center directors. Alexandria, VA: International Association of College Services.



Hoover, E. (2003, December 5). More help for troubled students. Chronicle of Higher Education, p. A25. Hoyt, M. F. (1987). Resistances to brief therapy. American Psychologist, 42, 408-409. Kadison, R., & DiGeronimo, T. F. (2004). College of the overwhelmed: The campus mental health crisis and what to do about it. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. O’Malley, K., Wheeler, I., Murphey, J., O’Connell, J., & Waldo, M. (1990). Changes in levels of psychopathology being treated at college and university counseling centers. Journal of College Student Development, 31, 464-465.



Bill Buick can be contacted at: [email protected]



Challenges Faced by LGB Students: What One University is Doing Rachel Anne Kieran, M.A. Counseling Center Georgia State University Ben Stillman, Psy.D. Counseling Center Georgia State University Lesbian, gay and bisexual college students face a unique set of challenges. On a societal level, LGB students face heterosexism, homophobia and discrimination, which frequently co-occur, and combine to form a culture of hate. Heterosexist attitudes convey a biased view of what is “normal,” in turn giving implicit permission for escalating attacks on LGB students. On a more personal level LGB students may face interpersonal hatred or rage, unsupportive attitudes, spiritual and family rejection, and constant danger. In many cases they grow up surrounded by heterosexist attitudes both at home and in school. They frequently have to evaluate new situations in terms of the safety of being out in that place and time. On a college campus, this would include deciding how much of themselves to share in their classes, study groups, dorms, sororities and fraternities, clubs, interest groups, jobs, student organizations and sports teams. In an effort to address these challenges at Georgia



State University, the Vice President for Student Services is sponsoring the creation of the Safe Zone State program. Our goal is to promote a welcoming, inclusive and emotionally as well as physically safe environment for LGBTQIQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, Rachel Anne Kieran intersex & questioning) students, faculty, and staff by developing a network of allies in our community. The GSU Counseling Center staff is an integral part of this interdepartmental program. Many of our staff members are on the committee and often provide the Safe Zone State trainings. The training program is designed to reduce homophobia and heterosexism by raising awareness of the diversity of sexual and gender identity. In addition, all of our staff has Ben Stillman gone through the Safe Zone State training, and many display the logo on their office doors. The Safe Zone State symbol identifies spaces where allies work or (Continued on page 9)
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Challenges Faced by LGB Students (Continued from page 8)



live, and can be contacted in an environment of safety. The interdepartmental committee has also instituted a Safe Zone State resource library, available to all members of the University and containing books and movies on related topics. Safe Zone State trainings usually begin with an activity encouraging participants to recognize different types of diversity, to find safe ways to discuss multiple identities, and to recognize what perspectives are and are not represented in that day’s Safe Zone Logo. training. Participants then Property of Georgia State University. Cannot be repromove on to an exercise duced without permission. addressing what safety means to each individual and how we apply that as allies. This is often one of the most powerful parts of the training and is referred to throughout discussions of the challenges created by homophobia and heterosexism. Safe Zone State trainings include a short lecture or activity providing a brief overview of LGBTQIQ terminology. Participants then take part in a Level Playing Field experiential exercise, a living sociogram representing heterosexual privilege. Finally, participants take part in role-plays of situations they might encounter as allies, including supporting someone who is coming out, supporting individuals that are the target of homophobia, and talking about LGBTQIQ issues with individuals with



Visit the SCUCC Website: www.div17.org/scucc Webmaster: Darryl Townes, Ph.D. Georgia State University Counseling Center



a heterosexist or homophobic bias. After completing trainings, allies are given a Safe Zone State sticker and certificate of completion. Participants who display this sticker may find that LGBTQIQ people censor their speech less in their presence and are more open in their communication with the ally. They also may find that people around them are more at ease, expecting a nonjudgmental, accepting and approving atmosphere. Since Safe Zone State trainings began in Fall 2005, over 120 members of the university community have completed the Ally training. These individuals will now serve as resources for other members of the community who wish to have someone safe to talk with about LGBTQIQ issues, and who are interested in becoming more knowledgeable about issues of sexual and gender identity. In addition to the Safe Zone State program the GSU Counseling Center offers an LGB Support Group to provide a safe place for group members to explore their feelings. The group offers members an opportunity to discuss issues of selfesteem, academics, relationships, careers, family, sexuality, identity, spirituality and other relevant topics in an atmosphere of community and safety, with a special focus on the challenges faced by gay, lesbian and bisexual individuals. Rachel Kieran can be contacted at: [email protected]



SCUCC Election Results Chair Elect: Traci Callandrillo, Ph.D. Counseling and Mental Health Center University of Texas-Austin



Communications Officer: Rachel Uffelman, Ph.D. Central Missouri State University Counseling and Psychological Services
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Membership Application Section on College and University Counseling Centers A Section of the Society of Counseling Psychology Division 17 American Psychological Association Name: Highest Degree Awarded: Work Setting:



Position:



Address:



Gender: ( ) Male



( ) Female



( ) Transgendered



APA Membership #: ( ) Section Member



( ) Professional Affiliate



Phone Number: ( ) New Membership



( ) Student Affiliate



Fax Number: ( ) Renewal



Email: Member of Division 17?



( ) Yes



( ) No



Would You Like To Be On The Listserv?



( ) Yes ( ) No



SIGNATURE:______________________________



Already On Listserv ( )



DATE:________________



PLEASE LIST ANY IDEAS YOU HAVE FOR FUTURE SCUCC PROJECTS:



Please Send the $10 Membership Dues and Completed Application To: Darryl L. Townes, Ph.D. Georgia State University's Counseling Center P.O. Box 3975 Atlanta, GA 30302-3975 (404) 651-2211 [email protected]



Checks Payable To: Division 17 SCUCC EIN for Division 17 is 52-1564001
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Newsletter No. 10, Spring 2017 - ACCCJ 

Feb 24, 2017 - It's time to think about how to bring ACCCJ to the next level. I particularly would ..... reasons are based on empirical study conducted in ten pilot.
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know or trust, whether in the UK or. abroad. Or use methods of payment that. you are not comfortable with. 5. Never give banking or personal details to.
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Department of Environmental Protection. We continued with our liming applications again this year, placing it along the Coal Mine Road in SGL ... If you are interested in helping, we meet at the. Henry Lott Parking Lot on Windy Valley ... April 14th,
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permanent collection and the travelling Pompeii exhibition. Our. spirits stayed high despite walking many miles getting soggy in the. rain. Our beautiful sunny ...
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Newsletter No. 10, Spring 2017 - ACCCJ 

Feb 24, 2017 - â€œPolice officers' attitudes toward citizens in Chinaâ€�. ... C. Land of Duke University and Dr. Jin Wang of Sun Yat-Sen. University, who made a ...
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There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item.
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On April 7, a new exhibit designed by Xavier University students will open. The exhibit. Exiled: Indian Removal from Ohio looks at the removal of native people from Ohio in. the 1830s and 1840s. During this time many of the native peoples were being 
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RTC E-Newsletter Spring 2017 Issue 2.pdf 

Imagine an international conference call, for. example, that uses mixed reality to drop all participants. in the same virtual surrounding, allowing them to interact.
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Page 1 of 6. Volume 14, Issue 1. Spring 2016. Food & Farming Education 2. Giving Garden 2. Lending Library 3. Pollinator Trial Plants 3. Membership Drive 3. Education Schedule 4. Schedule of Events 5. I n s i d e t h i s i s s u e : A Message from th
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The Anglo-Saxons were great craft workers. They made intricate jewellery and. we will be investigating and recreating similar patterns in art. In science, we will ...
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East Verde Park Spring Newsletter â€“ 2017 

E-mail and phone can be crucial for real-time communication in emergency .... Countyâ€”responsible for making decisions on the provision of fire service and ...
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http://www.alivecontroversy.com/conferences-and-training.html or call the Parent ... Spring 2012 PRC Newsletter (1).pdf. Spring 2012 PRC Newsletter (1).pdf.
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Page 2 of 3. 2. THE HAZARDS. OF HOVERBOARDS. We have all heard about the fun and excitement of riding a. hoverboard. It is an easy way to get around ...
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California Court Reporters Board - Today Newsletter Spring 2012 

Jan 9, 2012 - With court reporting, the computer time is balanced out by being in the middle of ..... 10. A Look Ahead: Opportunities Still Strong for CSRs ... of speech into text using the stenotype machine linked to a laptop computer.
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